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J U D G M E N T

1. The prosecution case in brief is that  one Sri Ridip Kumar Das lodged an 

ejahar stating inter-alia that for about a few days the accused persons 

had been attempting to evict them from the land in their possession. 

That   on 07-08-2007 the informant lodged an ejahar and vide order 

dated  10-08-2007  the  Court  restrained  the  accused  persons  from 

entering  into the disputed land by passing an order under section 144 
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Cr.P.C. That   on 11-08-2007 at about 01.00 P.M. accused persons Smti. 

Kamalini Kalita, Sri Dhiren Kalita, Sri Dhrubajyoti Kalita, Smti. Mira Devi, 

Sri Jogen  Sarma and Sri Arup Sharma armed  with a bamboo stick and 

dao came to assault the informant, his father, mother, his uncle and aunt. 

The accused persons Sri Dhiren Kalita and  Arup Sharma assaulted the 

informant with a bamboo stick. That the accused persons Smti Kamalini 

Kalita and Mira Devi caught  hold of hair of his mother and aunt and 

disrobe  them. That when the public had raised objection then Dhiren 

Kalita hit  on his own  head by himself and fled away from the place of 

occurrence. Hence, the case.         

2. On receipt of the ‘ejahar’ at the police station, the same was registered 

as Bharalumukh P.S. Case No.187/2007 and the matter was investigated 

upon.

3. After completion of investigation police filed a charge-sheet against the 

accused persons namely, Smti. Kamalini Kalita, Sri Dhirendra Nath Kalita, 

Sri  Dhrubajyoti  Kalita,  Mira  Devi  and  Sri  Jogendra  Nath  Sarma 

u/s.147/148/325 of IPC.

4. After  securing  appearance  of  the  accused  persons,  they  have  been 

allowed to go on bail. Relevant documents of the case were furnished to 

them.  Upon perusal of materials on record and after hearing both sides, 

particulars of  offence under section 447/147/323/34 of  IPC had been 

read  over  and  explained  to  the  accused  persons  by  my  learned 

predecessor  to which they have pleaded not guilty and claimed to be 

tried. 

5. The prosecution  in  support  of  its  case examined five   witnesses  and 

declined to examine the other witnesses. Whereas, the defence side has 

examined four  witnesses in support of its defence.
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6. The accused persons have been  examined under section 313 Cr.P.C., 

wherein they  have denied all the allegations against them .     

7. I have heard the argument advanced by the learned counsels for both 

sides.

8. Upon hearing and on perusal of the record I have framed the following 

points  for determination:

(i) Whether on 11-8-2007 at about 1 P.M. the accused persons in 

furtherance  of  common  intention  criminally  trespassed  into 

the  land  in  possession  of  Ridip  Kumar  Das  and  thereby 

committed an offence under section 447/34 IPC ?

(ii) Whether on 11-8-2007 at about 1 P.M. the accused persons 

formed  unlawful  assembly  and  used  force  and  violence  in 

prosecution of common object of the assembly  and thereby 

committed an offence under section 147 IPC ?

(iii) Whether on 11-8-2007 at about 1 P.M. the accused persons in 

furtherance of  common intention voluntarily  caused hurt  to 

Ridip Kumar Das  and thereby committed an offence under 

section 323/34 IPC ?

DISCUSSION, DECISIONS AND REASONS FOR THE DECISIONS:

9. For convenience of discussion and sake of brevity I have  discussed all 

the points together.

10. I  have  carefully  gone  through  the  entire  evidence  and  the  materials 

placed before me. 
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11. Sri Ridip Das has examined himself as Pw-1 and testified on oath that on 

11-08-2007  about  01.00  P.M.  he  had  gone  for  construction   in  his 

mother’s  land at Santipur Hillside. That  then the accused persons armed 

with dao and stick attacked  him and they hit him at his head. That Pw-1 

sustained injury. That along with Pw-1 his mother, aunt and uncle were 

present at the place of occurrence. That neighbouring  people rescued 

them. That the Pw-1 lodged the ejahar. That accused Dhiren Kalita  had 

hit on his own head by a stick. Pw-1 exhibited the ejahar as Ext-1 and his 

signature  as  Ext-1(1).  During  cross-examination,  the  Pw-1  inter  alia 

answered that the ejahar was written in the police station. He denied the 

suggestions put to him by the leaned defence counsel. 

12. The Pw-2 Sri Hemanta Kumar Das on oath deposed that on 11-08-2007 

they had gone  to repair  the land of Santipur Hillside.  That then his  

neighbours Sri Dhiren Nath Kalita, Mira Devi, Sri Dhrubojyoti  Kalita had 

come and abused them. That Dhiren Kalita assaulted Sri Ridip Das with 

bamboo  stick.  During  his  cross-examination   the  Pw-2  has  inter  alia 

answered  that at the time of occurrence he was present in the place of 

occurrence but he was not present at the time of assaulting Sri  Ridip 

Das.  He  denied  the  suggestions  put  to  him  by  the  learned  defence 

counsel.

13. The Pw-3 Smti. Rukmini Priya Deka Das on oath deposed that on 11-08-

2007  at  about  11  A.M.  to   12.00  P.M.  at  Shantipur  Hillside  accused 

persons Dhiren Kalita and Dhrubajyoti Kalita assaulted informant with a 

bamboo stick. That Pw-3 and her elder sister Kaushalya Deka Das had 

been present there. That her elder sister expired in the mean time. That 

when  they  had  come  forward  then  accused  person  Dhirendra  Kalita 

assaulted  them and pushed down her elder sister. That other  accused 

persons did not commit any act of  assault.  That Sri Ridip Das was taken 

to medical for his   treatment.  During her cross-examination Pw-3 has 
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inter alia answered that there was a case regarding land between both 

the  parties.  She  denied  the  suggestions  put  to  her  by  the  learned 

defence counsel.

14. The Pw-4 Sri  Biraj  Mohan Roy on oath deposed that  he knows both 

parties. That the incident occurred in the year of 2007. That one day at 

about 11.00 A.M. to 12 P.M. the informant had come for construction at 

the land of  grand-father  of  Ridip Das.  That the accused persons had 

raised objection and then there was fighting. That Pw-4 had seen the 

incident from his house. That Dhiren Kalita assaulted with a bamboo stick 

on  the  head  of  Ridip  Kalita.  That  rest  of  the  accused  persons  also 

assaulted. That head of Ridip Kalia got cracked  and he was taken to 

hospital  by  Pw-4.  During  his  cross-examination  Pw-4   has  inter  alia 

answered that he  filed a title suit being case No. 164/07 against Dhiren 

Kalita and Jogesh Sharma. He denied the suggestion that he did not said 

to police that Dhiren Kalita had assaulted Ridip Das with a bamboo stick. 

That there was a civil suit between both parties in connection with the 

disputed land. He denied other suggestions put to him by the learned 

defence counsel.

15. The Pw-5 Sri Ajay Medhi on oath deposed that  on 11-08-2007 he was 

posted at Bharalumukh police station as S.I of police. He  further stated 

that on that day at about 04.00 P.M. Ridip Das lodged an ejahar and O/C 

entrusted him with duty to investigate the case. That Pw-5 visited the 

place  of  occurrence  and  prepared  sketch  map  and  interrogated  the 

witnesses  and  also  sent  the  victim  for  treatment.  That  the  accused 

persons had surrendered in the police station and offence was   bailable 

and therefore  they were released on bail.  That after  investigation on 

finding sufficient material he submitted charge-sheet against the accused 

persons  under  section  147/148/325  of  IPC.  He  exhibited  the  charge-

sheet as Ext-2 and his signature 2(1). During cross-examination  Pw-5 
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has  inter  alia  answered  that  Bharalumukh P.S.  Case  No.  188/07  was 

registered by the O/C on  being lodged by Dhrubajyoti Kalita and Pw-5 

submitted charge-sheet in this case. He further stated that Pw-4 Biraj 

Mohan Roy did not state that Dhiren Kalita assaulted Ridip Das with a 

bamboo stick.  He denied the suggestions  put  to him by the learned 

defence counsel.

16. The Dw-1 Sri Dhrubajyoti Kalita on oath deposed that the plot of land in 

which they are residing is in his father’s name. The plot of land in the 

north of his residential plot belongs to his mother Smti Kamalini Kalita 

and  his neighbour Smti Meera Devi.  That plot of land is measuring 3 

Katha.  Out of that land, 1 (one) Katha land was purchased from Late 

Santiram Das’s heirs, which is covered by Dag No.579 and Patta No.270 

to the north of that 1 (one) Katha land, the remaining 2 (two) Katha land 

was purchased from Sri Upen Chandra Pathak covered by Dag No.111 

(Old)/262(New),  Patta  No.22(Old)/75(New).  The  aforesaid  land  was 

purchased  through  a  registered  sale  deed  and  possession  was 

accordingly handed over to the purchasers.   The land was covered by 

split bamboo wall, partly barbed wall and some of the parts with concrete 

wall. On 11-08-2007 at about 01-00 P.M. Sri Ridip Das, Sri Hemanta Das, 

Smti Kaushallya Priya Das, Smti Rukmini Priya Das, Sri Ramesh Das, Sri 

Pranab Mallab Bujar Baruah, Sri Manab Kalita, Sri Sanjib Chetri, Sri Rubu 

Sarmah, Sri Biraj Mohan Roy, Sri Jiten Kumar Roy, Sri Pankaj Das along 

with many other unknown miscreants tried to remove the barbed wall, 

which was situated in the boundary of that plot of land.  When his father 

had tried to restrain them, then Sri Ridip Das hit on his forehead with an 

iron rod.  Sri Hemanta Das hit his  father with a bamboo stick.  Sri Manab 

Kalita and Pranab Malla Baruah gave blows to his father .  Smti Rukmini 

Priya Das and Smti Kaushalya Priya Das tear off his shirt.  Seeing the 

oozing of blood from  his father’s forehead, his mother had run  towards 
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him and Sri Hemanta Das gave her a push and, as such, she fell down 

and  became  senseless  for  some time.   Then  Dw-1   ran  towards  his 

farther and at that time Smti Meera Devi and her husband and other 

family members came to the spot.     Then they informed police and the 

police accordingly came to the spot and gave them a  copy of Order 

under section 144 Cr.P.C.  Thereafter  he lodged an ‘ejahar’  before the 

Officer-in-Charge, Bharalumukh P.S. in this case.  Police registered his 

‘ejahar’  after registering the ‘ejahar’ lodged by Sri Ridip Das on the same 

incident even though he had reached the Police Station before him and 

tried to lodge his ‘ejahar’.  Thereafter his father was sent to MMCH by 

police with a Home-Guard and he accompanied them too.  On 04-08-

2007 the informant and his associates came to grab their  land.  Again on 

07-08-2007 at about 11.30 P.M. they came to grab their land. For both 

these incidents his mother Smti Kamalini Kalita and Smti Meera Devi had 

lodged two ‘ejahars’ before the Officer-in-Charge, Bharalumukh P.S.  But, 

the police have not taken any proper steps on that ‘ejahars’. Thereafter 

they  approached the Hon’ble Gauhati High Court as police had not taken 

any step upon those ‘ejahars’. Dw-1 exhibited the Ex-A, Ex-A(1) and Ex-

A(2)  as  the medical reports of his father. Dw-1 further deposed that his  

mother Smti  Kamalini  Kalita  and Smti  Meera Devi  filed a Title  Suit  in 

connection  with  that  land.   During  cross-examination  Dw-1  inter  alia 

answered that  at the time of fighting he was in the verandah of his 

house.  He denied the suggestions put to him by the prosecution side.

17. The Dw-2 Sri Kamalini Kalita  in her examination in chief reiterated the 

same fact stated by the Dw-1. In addition she  inter alia  deposed that 

they purchased land of dag No. 111(0)/262(N), Patta No. 22(0)/75(N) 

through registered sale deed. She exhibited the sale deed as Ext-B and 

Ext-C.  She further deposed that the said land was mutated in their name 

and the vendor had delivered the possession of the said land to them . 
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That they constructed boundary wall surrounding the land. On that land 

they have a garage and two sheds and building  materials have been 

kept their.  That on 11-08-2007 at about 1 P.M. Sri Hemanta Das, Sri 

Ridip Das,  Sri  Ramesh Das, Smti.  Kaushyala Priya Das, Smti.  Rukmini 

Priya Das, Sri Manab Kalita,   Pranab Mallya Baruah along with 40 to 50 

persons came to their land and started removing barbed wall.   That on 

hearing hue and cry, family members of Sri Jogen Ch. Sharma and Smti. 

Mira Devi came out. That when her husband had raised objection then 

Sri  Ridip  Das   hit   her  husband’s   head  with  an  iron  rod.  That  Sri 

Hemanta Das assaulted her husband with bamboo stick. That Manab and 

Pranab  gave blow to her husband. That Smti. Kaushalya Priya Das and 

Smti. Rukmini Priya Das  torn her husband’s shirt . That Sri Ridip Das 

entered into the house of Sri Biraj Mohan Roy. That when she had seen 

blood at her husband’s head, she had gone to hold  him and then   Sri 

Hemanta  Das   pushed  her  down  and  she  got  senseless.  That  they 

informed the matter at Bharalumukh P.S. That one Constable had come 

from police station and gave  them a copy of order under section 144 

Cr.P.C. That when Sri Dhrubajyoti Kalita had gone to lodge the ejahar 

then  authority  did  not  take  FIR.  That  the  authority  of  police  station 

registered their  ejahar after registering  the ejahar of the informant. 

That on evening her husband had been sent to MMCH for treatment. 

Before that  on 04-08-2007 and 07-08-2007 informant had attempted to 

occupy forcibly   their land and they lodged the ejahar.  But the police did 

not take any action and thereafter the  they had filed a writ  petition 

before the Hon’ble Gauhati High Court and then the case was registered. 

That there was a title suit regarding the disputed land. Dw-2 exhibited 

the Jomabandi of Patta No.22  as Ext-D and  certified copy of Jomabandi 

of patta No. 270 as Ext-E, and  certified copy of the Hon’ble Gauhati High 

court’s order as Ext-F. During cross-examination the Dw-2  denied the 

suggestions put to her by the prosecution side.
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18. The Dw-3 Smti. Mira Devi in her examination in chief on oath deposed 

that on 11-08-2007 at about 01.00 P.M. Sri Hemanta Das, Sri Ridip Das, 

Shri  Ramesh Das, Sri Pranab Malla Bujor Baruah, Sri Manab Kalita, Smti. 

Kaushlya Priya Das, Smti. Rukmini Priya Das, Sri Sanjeeb Chetry, Sri Rubu 

Sarmah, Sri Jiten Roy, Sri Biraj Mohan Roy along with 40 to 50 people 

came from Choygaon. That they had come  to take  possession of  the 

land belonging to her and Smti. Kamalini Kalita. That there was a garage, 

sheds and construction materials kept over their purchased  land.  That 

the land was surrounded by wall. That on the day of occurrence they had 

come and started removing the wall. That then  Sri Dhiren Kalita raised 

objection. That Sri Ridip Das hit  at the head of Dhiren Kalita with an 

iron-rod and Hemanta Das assaulted Dhiren kalita with a bamboo stick. 

Sri  Manab and Pranba  gave blow to Dhiren Kalita. Smti Rukmini Priya 

Das and Smti. Kaushlya Priya Das torn the cloth of Dhiren Kalita. That on 

noticing that  her husband had been assaulted  Kamalini Kalita and she 

had come  to the place of  occurrence and Hemanta Das pushed her 

down and she got senseless.  Then Dhrubo  Kalita, Dw-3 and husband of 

Dw-3 had rushed to the place of occurrence. That there was blood on the 

forehead of  Dhiren Kalita.  That they informed at Bharalumukh Police 

Station over phone. That after one hour one constable was sent from the 

police station with an order under section 144 Cr.P.C. That on the same 

date at about 3.00 P.M. Sri Dhruba Kalita along  with Sri Dhiren Kalita 

came  and  lodged  an  ejahar  at  Bharalumukh  police  station.  That  Sri 

Dhiren Kalita got treatment at MMCH. That on 04-08-2017 once they had 

come to take possession. That on 07-08-2017 they again came to take 

possession.  That  ejahar  was  given  in  connection  with  this  matter  at 

Bharalumukh police station. But,  no action was taken and  then they 

filed  a  writ  petition  at  Hon’ble  Gauhati  High  Court  and  then  police 

registered the case. That the accused persons filed present case with 
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false  allegation.  During  her  cross-examination,  Dw-3  has  denied  the 

suggestions put to her by the prosecution side.

19. The Dw-4 Sri Deepak Sharma @ Bhagawati in his examination in chief 

inter alia  deposed that on 11-08-2007 at about 01 P.M. many people 

came from Choygaon at the land of Smti. Mira Devi and Smti. Kamalini 

Kalita and they started removing   the bamboo wall. That when Kamalini 

Kalita’s husband Sri Dhiren Ch. Kalita had raised objection then Sri Ridip 

Das hit at the head of Dhiren Ch. Kalita with a iron-rod. Hemanta Das 

assaulted Sri Dhiren Kalita with a bamboo stick. That rest of the persons 

gave blow to Dhiren Kalita. That he came to know their name after the 

incident. That when  Kamalini Kalita had came to her husband then Sri 

Hemanta Das gave  a  push to her.   That two female namely,  Smti. 

Rukmini Das and Smti.  Kaushlya Das torn cloth of Dhiren Kalita. That 

Dhrubajyoti Kalita  informed  the matter at Bharalumukh police station. 

That Sri Dhiren Kalita was sent to MMCH. During his  cross-examination 

the Dw-4 inter alia denied the suggestions put to him  by the prosecution 

side.

20.  I  have  carefully  gone  through  the  evidence  on  record.  From  the 

evidence  of Pw-1, Pw-2, Pw-3 and Pw-4  the undisputed fact appears 

that accused Dhirendra Kalita hit the informant  Ridip Das  at his head 

and as a result he sustained injury. In this connection all the prosecution 

witnesses substantially corroborated each other. There is also an  injury 

report submitted along with the chargesheet which shows that on 11-8-

2007 at about  4.45  P.M. Ridip Das  got treatment at MMCH and he has 

hematoma in right paraiful region which is a simple injury and fresh. 

21.   The learned defence counsel pointed out that there is land dispute 

between both the parties and regarding the same incident there is a cross case 

being  G. R. No.  4027/07. That out of the previous grudge and enmity the 
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prosecution witnesses   have   falsely implicated the accused persons in this 

case.   Admittedly there is land dispute between both the parties and there is 

enmity between both parties. The Dw-1,DW-2,DW-3 and DW-4  have  adduced 

evidence to this respect. The defence witnesses adduced evidence to show that 

informant and other persecution witnesses assaulted Dhirendra Kalia. In this 

connection  medical  document  Ext-A,  Ext-A(1)  and  Ext-A(2)   have  been 

submitted by the defence side. But from the defence evidence it is clear that in 

this respect a case being G.R Case No. 4027/2007 is pending. Hence this is 

separate issue and it  is not enough to  demolish the prosecution case. The 

prosecution case has been established by the evidence of Pw-1, Pw-2,  Pw-3 

and Pw-4. It is also pointed out that there is no independent witness in support  

of prosecution case.  But the defence failed to extract anything from the cross 

examination  of  prosecution  witnesses   which  may  throw  doubt  over  their 

credibility  and  Pw-1, Pw-2, Pw-3 and Pw-4 have been found to be trustworthy 

and credible. 

22.    In view of above discussion, I am of the considered opinion that the 

prosecution  has  proved  beyond  all  reasonable  doubt  that  on  11-8-2007  at 

about 1 P.M. the accused person Dhirendra  Kalita  voluntarily caused hurt to 

Ridip Das and thereby committed an offence under section 323  IPC. However, 

in the examination in chief of prosecution witnesses there is a contradiction 

regarding  the  presence  of  other  accused  persons  and  regarding  their 

participation in commission of offence of assaulting  Ridip Das. Hence, except 

the accused person Dhirendra Kalita I do not find it safe to convict the other 

accused persons under section 323 IPC.  

23.   In this case  particulars of offence under section 447/147/34   IPC have 

been read over and explained to accused persons and prosecution witnesses 

have  adduced evidence in this respect. But from the evidence of both the 

parties it  is found  that there is dispute regarding fact of possession of the 

disputed land and both the parties have been claiming possession over  the 
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disputed land and it  is  not  clear  as  to  who was  in  the possession of  the 

disputed  land  at  the  relevant  point  of  time.  It  is  also  found   from  the 

prosecution evidence that there is a Civil Suit pending between both the parties 

regarding the disputed land.  Therefore considering every aspect,  I do not find 

it safe to convict the accused persons under section 447/34  I.P.C.

24.  So far as the offence under section 147 IPC is concerned,  for commission 

of an offence under section 147 IPC there  must be five or more persons to 

form unlawful assembly and force or violence must be used by the accused 

persons in prosecution of their common object. From the examination in chief 

of prosecution witnesses it is found that there is a contradiction regarding the 

presence of all the  accused persons at the place of occurrence  and regarding 

their participation in commission of offence. If we go through the evidence of 

Pw-2 Hemanta Das it reveals that only accused persons Sri Dhiren Nath Kalita, 

Mira Devi, Sri Dhrubojyoti  Kalita have been present at the place of occurrence. 

Thus there is material contradiction amongst the prosecution witnesses in this 

respect. Thus the prosecution has failed to prove beyond all reasonable doubt 

that at  the relevant time  of occurrence  all the accused persons had been 

present  and they formed an unlawful  assembly.   Hence,  the ingredients  of 

offence under section 147 IPC is not attracted in this case.

25.    Accordingly,  the accused persons namely,   Smti.  Kamalini  Kalita,  Sri 

Dhirendra Nath Kalita, Sri Dhrubajyoti Kalita, Mira Devi and Sri Jogendra Nath 

Sarma are acquitted of offence under section 447/147/34   IPC  and Smti. 

Kamalini Kalita, Sri Dhrubajyoti Kalita, Mira Devi and Sri Jogendra Nath Sarma 

are acquitted of offence under section 323/34   IPC  and accused Dhirendra 

Nath Kalita is  convicted under section  323  IPC.

26.   I have heard the  convicted accused person  Dhirendra  Kalita  on the 

point of sentence. He  pleaded that he is poor person and  there is none to look 

after his  family and he  prayed for  mercy.   Considering  the nature and 
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gravity of  offence and considering the nature of injury sustained by Pw-1, I am 

not inclined to extend the  benefit of the provision of  Probation of Offenders 

Act  to  the  accused  person.  At  the  same  time   considering    fact  and 

circumstances of the case   and considering that the case is old pending one 

and that the accused person has  been facing long trial I am of the view that 

sentence of fine would meet the ends of  justice.  Accordingly the   accused 

person Dhirendra  Kalita is  hereby sentenced to pay fine of Rs. 1000/-( one 

thousand ) in default   to simple imprisonment   for one month for offence u/s 

323  IPC.  The amount of fine if recovered be paid to victim Ridip Das. 

27.  Bail bond shall  remain in force for next  six months. 

28.  The case is disposed on contest.   

29.   Free copy  of this judgment be furnished to  convicted   accused 

person. 

30. Given under my hand and seal of this court   on this  24 th  day of August, 

2017.

      S. ACHARYYA

S.D.J.M. (SADAR) NO.1, 

                                           KAMRUP (METRO), GUWAHATI.

DICTATED AND CORRECTED BY ME, 

S. ACHARYYA, S.D.J.M.(SADAR) NO.1,

KAMRUP (METRO), GUWAHATI.

TRANSCRIBED BY SRI RAKESH SK, STENOGRAPHER.
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APPENDIX

Prosecution exhibit:

1.      Ejahar.

2.      Charge-sheet.

Defence exhibit:

1. Medical Report.

2. Medical Report.

3. Medical Report.

4. Sale deed.

5. Sale deed.

6. Jamabandi.

7. Jamabandi.

8. Certified  copy of  Hon’ble  Gauhati  High Court’s  order  in  WP(C) 

4702/2007.

Prosecution witness: 

1.          Sri Ridip Das.

2.          Sri Hemanta Kumar Das.

3.          Smti. Rukmini Priya Deka Das.

4.          Sri Biraj Mohan Roy.
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5.          Sri Ajay Medhi

Defence witness:

1. Sri Dhrubajyoti Kalita.

2. Sri Kamalini Kalita.

3. Smti. Mira Devi.

4. Sri Deepak Sharma @ Bhagwati.
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Sub Divisional Judicial Magistrate-I,
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